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INTRODUCTION
Brief history of wavelet analysis
Wavelet Analysis is a powerful tool for compressing, processing, and analyzing data. It can be applied to extract useful
information from numerous types of data, including images and audio signals in Physics, Chemistry and Biology, and highfrequency time series in Economics and Finance.
The history of Wavelet Analysis can be traced back to several school of thoughts that were in isolation originally but then
converged into a complete field as of now. The earliest work related to Wavelet Analysis is from Alfred Haar in the beginning of the
century. He found an orthogonal system of functions on, which is known nowadays as the simplest basis of the family of wavelet
and named after him, the Haar wavelet.
Since the appearance of Haar’s work, many other important contributions have been made in the field of Wavelet Analysis.
Some of them are the discovery of continuous wavelet transform (CWT) in 1975 by Zweig followed by a more detailed formulation
by Goupillaud, Grossmann and Morlet in 1982; the construction orthogonal wavelets with compact support by Daubechies in
1988; the introduction of multiresolution framework by Mallat in 1989; the time-frequency interpretation of CWT by Delprat in
1991 and many others. More details and theoretical backgrounds of these important concepts are discussed in Theoretical
background (Figure 1).

Figure 1. The first and simplest mother wavelet function.
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Wavelet analysis in economics and finance
With the intensive development and expansion of the theories, recently Wavelet Analysis’s applications have reached a wide
range of fields, particularly Economics and Finance which are the main interest of this paper. The last few decades have been
an era of big data, especially for the field of Finance, as many financial variables such as stock prices now can be measured in
very high frequency - on minute-basis or even second-basis. Financial data sets become huge, featuring large volume as well as
high variability and complexity. More than ever, this increasing sophistication calls for the need of data processing tools. Scholars
and experts in the field yearn for mathematical theories and applications that can help them make sense of all the information
presented in the data, and use that information to improve their understanding about financial systems or just simply to make
wise decisions.
With the development of data analysis tools, some traditional ones such as time-series analysis, which focuses on timedomain and spectral analysis, which focuses on frequency-domain, are reevaluated due to their limitations. The first limitation is
that these traditional techniques usually require a very strong assumption that the data is based on some underlying process; in
particular the data must be stationary (i.e. its mean and variance do not change over time and do not follow any trends). However,
this is hardly true for many economic and financial time series. Usually, variance or volatility of these series follows a complicated
trends and patterns such as structural breaks, clustering and long memory. Another limitation of spectral analysis is that the
frequency decomposition only makes sense when the market activity is stable across the whole period. This may not be the case,
for example market activity can be especially high during several months of the year and relatively quiet during some others.
Unlike traditional methods, Wavelet Analysis, which has only been adapted to Economics and Finance recently, possesses
several advantages that help to overcome the limitations discussed above and provide useful information that traditional methods
fail to deliver (Figure 2).

Figure 2. Example of financial data - Apple stock market returns.

In this paper, we focus on three main advantages of Wavelet Analysis over traditional data analysis tools.
Wavelet Analysis is flexible and do not require strong assumption about the data generating process: To its core, Wavelet
Analysis has the ability to represent highly complex data without the need to know its underlying functional form. This is of great
benefit to Economics and Finance as the underlying process of a data set is not always known precisely. As discussed above,
many economic and financial time series are not stationary, which makes traditional methods ineffective to deal with these
series. However, Wavelet Analysis overcomes this challenge as it does not require the assumption of stationarity of the data.
Wavelet Analysis provides information from both time-domain and frequency-domain: Different from time-series analysis
and spectral analysis which only provide information on time-domain and frequency domain respectively, Wavelet Analysis has
the ability to decompose the original time series with respect to both time and frequency domains simultaneously. This is of
crucial importance to Economics and Finance, as many of these variables may operate and interact differently according to
dissimilar time scales. For example, two stock prices may behave in a very similar way on the long term, but diverge significantly
in the short run. Therefore, Wavelet Analysis can be a great asset, as it can decompose economic and financial time series into
multiple time scales and researchers can study the relationships of these series at each scale.
Wavelet Analysis is equipped with the ability to locate discontinuities in the data: Wavelet Analysis also possesses
the ability to locate precisely the discontinuities in the system. This could potentially help experts and scholars in the field of
Economics and Finance to determine the exact points of time regime-shifts reflected in the actual market data. They can also
locate isolated shocks to the dynamic system.
Due to the restriction of the space, we do not survey much result of the applications of wavelet analysis to economics and
finance. Instead, we use examples to demonstrate the actual applications. For those readers who need more materials besides
the results mentioned above, they may find many interesting references enlisted comprehensively at the end of our paper, such
as [1-52].
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The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section 2 provides theoretical background on important concepts of Wavelet
Analysis, including scaling and wavelet function, continuous and discrete wavelet transforms, and multiresolution analysis.
Section 3 discusses implementation and practical issues such as the choice of appropriate wavelets and mathematical packages
that incorporate wavelet analysis tools. Section 4 goes into details of Wavelet Analysis applications on Economics and Finance
using examples from actual market data. Section 5 summarizes the paper and provides some concluding thoughts.

THEORETICAL BACKGROUND
Multiresolution Analysis (MRA), scaling and wavelet functions
We start off with Multiresolution Analysis (MRA), a design framework for scaling functions and wavelet functions.
L2 ()

Definition: A Multiresolution Analysis (MRA) generated by function φ consists of a sequence of closed subspaces
satisfying
(nested)

V j ⊂ V j +1

(density)

∪ j∈ V j = L2 ()

(separation)
(scaling)

for all

V j , j ∈  , of

j ∈ ;

;

∩ j∈ V j = {0} ;

f ( x) ∈ V j

if and only if

f (2 x) ∈ V j +1

for all

j ∈ ;

(Basis) There exists a function φ ∈V0 such that {φ ( x − k ) : k ∈ } is an orthonormal basis or a Riesz basis for V0 .
The function whose existence asserted in (v) is called a scaling function of the MRA.
A scaling function φ must be a function in L2 () with ∫φ ≠ 0 . Also, since φ ∈V0 is also in V1 and {φ1,k := 2 φ (2 x − k ) : k ∈ } is a Riesz
basis of V1 , there exists a unique sequence { pk }∞k =−∞ ∈ l2 () that describe the two-scale relation of the scaling function
j /2

φ ( x) =

∞

∑ p φ (2 x − k ),

(1)

k

k = −∞

i.e., φ is of a two-scale refinable property.
From the scaling function, we also have the corresponding wavelets
ψ ( x) = ∑(−1) k p1− kφ (2 x − k )

(2)

∀k

Here, the scaling functions act as a filter for low-frequency signal (which is sometimes called approximation coefficients)
and the wavelet functions act as a filter for high-frequency signal (which is called detailed coefficients).
Continuous Wavelet Transform (CWT)
Let

x(t )

be a function in  , then the CWT of

1
W (u , s ) =
s

x(t )

t −u
∫−∞x(t )ψ ( s )

at a scale u ∈  and translational value s ∈  is

∞

More details on CWT can be found in Chapter 4 Section 6 of Introduction to Wavelet Analysis[26]. Here we just want to focus
on the aspect of its application: how suitable it is in processing and analyzing financial time series data.
The advantage of CWT is that it can extract components with simpler structure from a very complicated function. Then
instead of studying the original function as a whole, we can study each small components.
However, CWT is not suitable for financial data due to its several weaknesses. First of all, as financial time series are
discrete data with huge number of data points, it is very costly or even impossible to calculate all wavelet coefficients. Secondly,
as CWT introduces two parameters, it is likely to add redundant information into the data[37]. We turn to a simpler type of wavelet
transformation in the next subsection
Discrete Wavelet Transform (DWT)
Suppose we have the scaling and wavelet functions which satisfy the following refinement relation
φ (2 j −1 x) =

∞

∑c

k = −∞

jk

φ (2 j x − k ) and ψ (2 j −1 x) =

∞

∑d

k = −∞

jk

φ (2 j x − k )

v

Let n be the original data. In the case that the scaling functions and wavelet functions are orthogonal, then the lowfrequency or the approximation coefficients can be found by
N −1

N −1

k =0

k =0

u jn = 2 j −1 ∑vk < φ (2 j x − k ),φ (2 j −1 x − n) >= 2−1 ∑vk c jk

and the high-frequency or the detailed coefficients can be found by
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N −1

N −1

k =0

k =0

w jn = 2 j −1 ∑vk < ψ (2 j x − k ),ψ (2 j −1 x − n) >= 2−1 ∑vk d jk

Again, more details on the DWT can be found in Chapter 2 Section 4 of Introduction to Wavelet Analysis [26]. We would like
to discuss the advantages and disadvantages of DWT as well.
The main advantage of DWT is that it inherits the same benefit of CWT but uses a limited numbers of translated and dilated
versions of the original wavelet[37]. Therefore it is much easier to calculate all the coefficients, and especially when the scaling
and wavelet functions are orthogonal.
However, it suffers from 3 major disadvantages[37].
• First of all, DWT requires the number of data points to be

2n

.

• Secondly, it is not shift-invariant
• And lastly, it may shift the peak or trough of the original series, making the approximation coefficients not coherent with
the original data
In order to overcome these disadvantages, in the next section one particular modification of DWT is discussed, which acts
as much as possible like the DWT, but does not suffer from the above disadvantages.
Maximal Overlap Discrete Wavelet Transform (MODWT)
In order to implement the MODWT, the filters

c jk

and

d jk

must be rescale as follows

c jk = c jk / 2 and d jk = d jk / 2 zd
L j −1approximation and detailed coefficients can be calculated by
Then the

u jn = 2−1 ∑ vn − l c jk mod N
l =0

L j −1

w jn = 2−1 ∑ vn − l d jk mod N
l =0

where N is the length of the time series and L j is the width of the filters: L j = (2 − 1)( L − 1) + 1 , where L is the width of the
base filter. More details on the theoretical background of MODWT can be obtained from Cornish et.al.[16].
j

j =1

Except for the fact that MODWT is not orthonormal like DWT and thus is highly redundant, it has several desirable
characteristics that are suitable for examining financial time series data[37].
• Firstly, unlike DWT, it can be applied to a time series with arbitrary length n (i.e. n needs not to be

2J

)

• Secondly, unlike DWT, it is shift-invariant.
• Thirdly, its approximation and detailed coefficients shift along with the original data (i.e. they have the same peaks and
troughs as the original data).

IMPLEMENTATION AND PRACTICAL ISSUES
Choice of wavelet
Besides the types of wavelet transformation that are appropriate to financial time series, the next issue that we would like
to consider here is the choice of scaling and wavelet functions. Certainly, the choice of scaling and wavelet functions are not
unique; there are numerous wavelets such as Haar wavelet, Daubechies wavelet, Shearlet, Curvelet, Shannon wavelet, Meyer
wavelet, Battle-Lemarié spline wavelet, Strömberg spline wavelet, Mexican hat wavelet with different characteristics, etc. Some
researchers in the field suggest that Daubechies wavelet may be one of the most popular wavelets for analyzing financial data[37].
Still as there could potentially be different types of data and different contexts, the choice of wavelet is not definite.
Instead of determining on one or several suitable wavelets for finance, it is more useful to discuss the properties of wavelets
that should be taken into consideration when choosing appropriate wavelets. Based on the work of Masset[37],here we list some
of the most important properties and criteria
Symmetry: The symmetry property is important in the sense that a symmetric scaling function and wavelet would ensure
the approximation and detailed coefficients to align with the original data (i.e. there is no phase shift). However, except for Haar
wavelet, almost all other ones are not symmetric. In order to deal with the asymmetric characteristics, MODWT can be used
instead, to align the coefficients with the data.
Orthogonality: The orthogonal property is also very important as orthogonality gives the wavelets and scaling functions
certain advantages. Among these the most desirable benefit of orthogonality is that it allows for a fast and efficient way to
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decompose the signals into coefficients as well as to reconstruct the signal from its coefficients. As a result, this property can help
speed up and reduce the cost of data processing. In addition, wavelet decomposition using orthogonal system would preserve
the variance of the original series.
Undoubtedly, not all wavelets are orthogonal. A strategy to construct a class of orthogonal scaling and wavelet functions
from cardinal B-spline functions can be found in Nguyen[38]. Example of such scaling functions can be found in Figure 3.

Figure 3. Examples of orthogonal scaling functions based on third and fourth order B-spline.

Smoothness: The smoothness of the wavelet is defined as its number of continuous derivatives. Depending on the nature
of the data we work with, we can choose a corresponding wavelet with certain degrees of smoothness. For example, with smooth
data like annual stock price, we may use smoother wavelet functions and with disjoint data like stock return we may use less
smooth wavelet functions like the Haar and Daubechies wavelet.
Length of wavelet filters: It is of critical importance to determine the appropriate length for the filters. Several strategies for
choosing optimal length are listed in Masset[37].
Implementation
In this section we will present an example to illustrate the process of using Mathematica package to perform wavelet
analysis. The procedure follows the three steps: extract data, import data and process data using Mathematica
Extract data from public source: First of all, we extract the data of interest from public or private sources. In this case, I use
the website Yahoo! Finance as the source for stock price of Apple Inc.
• Go to Yahoo! Finance
• Look up Apple Inc with the symbol AAPL
• Go to Historical Prices
• Choose the period and frequency (here I choose the period from Jan 2nd 2015 to Feb 11th 2015, daily stock price)
• Click Get Prices
• Click Download to Spreadsheet
Now we should get Apple stock price since the beginning of year 2015. Next, we can sort the data by date, transform it into
growth rate (or return in Finance), copy the data into a new excel file (here I name it apple.xlsx) and transpose it from column form
to row form, which is more convenient later on.
Import the data into Mathematica notebook: After obtaining the data from Yahoo Finance, we will continue with importing
the data into Mathematica and assign a specific variable to the data.
• Open Mathematica directory, then open Documentation/English/System/ExampleData
• Copy the file apple.xlsx to this location
• Open Mathematica notebook
• Use the command x=Import["ExampleData/apple.xlsx","Data",1,1] to import and assign the data to a new variable x. Hit
Shift + Enter/Return to run the command. (you can change apple.xlsx to the name of your file, and the second number to the
column that contains the data. For example, if I store my data in the 2nd column, then I will change the last part of the command
into Data,1,2)
For Mac, instead of using Example Data folder as the directory, you can go to the file and find the directory, and replace
ExampleData with the directory of the excel file
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• Enter x and hit Shift + Enter/Return to see the data in Mathematica. We can also plot the data by using the command
ListLinePlot[x]
Process data using Wavelet package: The next step would be to use the built-in Wavelet package of Mathematica to process
the data. Note that there are a lot of commands in the package, which can be found in the document center of Mathematica (open
Help/Document Center and use the key word â€œWaveletâ€ to find related documents). In this manual, I will use the most basic
Wavelet Transformation, which uses Haar Wavelet to illustrate the process.
• Use the command DiscreteWaveletTransform[x,HaarWavelet[],1] to perform the transformation on x. (you can change x
to the variable that is assigned to the data, change HaarWavelet[] to the wavelet of your choice, and change 1 to the number of
levels of refinement. For more details, go to Document Center and search for DiscreteWaveletTransform.)
• Use the command Normal[%] to view all the coefficients. The series preceded by 0 is the coefficient of the Haar scaling
function for the first level of refinement (the signal). The series preceded by 1 is the coefficient of the Haar wavelet function for
the first level of refinement (the noise). We will mainly pay attention to these series for now.
• Mathematica can also perform inverse wavelet transform; that is from the coefficients, Mathematica can reconstruct the
original data. In order to perform the inverse transformation, we need to know the type of wavelet and transformation used. In
this case we use Haar wavelet and Discrete Wavelet Transform. Next, we use the command
y=DiscreteWaveletData[Index Coefficients,Index Coefficients,HaarWavelet[],
DiscreteWaveletTransform]
• Finally, we use the command
InverseWaveletTransform[y] to find the original data.

APPLICATIONS IN ECONOMICS AND FINANCE
Finally, in this chapter, we discuss several applications of wavelet analysis in economics and finance. Each of the applications
below is put into consideration thanks to the advantages of wavelet analysis discussed in Section 1. In each of the applications, we
first restate the advantages of wavelet analysis and link them with specific financial usage. Then we explain the implementation
and provide examples to illustrate the processes.
The majority of applications in economics and finance of wavelet analysis comes from its ability to provide information from
both time-domain and frequency-domain. This is of crucial importance to Economics and Finance, as many of these variables may
operate and interact differently according to dissimilar time scales. Therefore, wavelet analysis can act as a tool to decompose
the data into signals of different time scales before we can apply econometric techniques to analyze them. Indeed, this section
presents several cases when wavelet transformation can be applied to financial time series as a preliminary transformation.
Static correlation analysis between financial or economic variables
In finance, there are numerous circumstances when we need to evaluate the correlation between two more more variables.
For instance, it is very useful to know the correlation between individual equities in order to establish a diversification investment
strategy. From finance theory, investors can improve their return and reduce risk by diversifying in different stocks with low
correlation. On the other hand, stocks with high correlation do not add much value to a portfolio. As a result, investors often want
to know the correlation among stocks that they are interested in so that they can construct an optimal portfolio.
Regarding this problem, statistics provides investors with a simple way to find the correlation between two variables, which
is called the Pearson’s product-moment coefficient. This correlation coefficients is defined as the ratio of the covariance of two
variables X, Y and the product of their standard deviation
cov( X , Y ) E[( X − µ X )(Y − µY )]
Corr ( X , Y ) =
=
σ Xσ Y
σ Xσ Y
Although this coefficient is very easily understandable and calculated, one problem remains as the correlation takes into
consideration all the information presented in the equities’ prices, including the main signals and the noises. This could be a
disadvantage since investors may want to focus more on the long-term correlation and ignore the short-term noises. Fortunately,
wavelet transformation allows us to extract the main signals, or the approximation coefficients from the original data. Therefore,
using wavelet transformation as a preliminary transformation before actually perform the correlation analysis would assure that
the calculated correlation does not take into consideration all the noises which may reflect unwanted information.
Here we illustrate the process by examining the correlation between two stock returns of: Apple Inc. and Microsoft Corp in
the period from January 2nd 2015 to April 20th 2015 (Figure 4).
First we calculate the correlation coefficient of the two original time series. Then we try the wavelet approach: we use DWT
with Daubechies wavelet to obtain the approximation coefficients of the 2 series before actually computing the correlation. The
result can be found in Table 1.
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Figure 4. Apple Inc and Microsoft Corp stock returns from January 2nd 2015 to April 20th 2015.
Table 1. Correlation of Apple Inc and Microsoft Corp stock returns from January 2nd 2015 to April 20th 2015
Series
Original data
Approximation coefficients

Correlation Coefficient
0.438944
0.492594

Source: Authors’ calculation From this result, we observe that by using wavelet transformation approach, we do find a
higher correlation between two stock returns compared to the normal approach. This can be explained by the fact that the noises
in the original time series may lower the actual long-run correlation between two stock returns.
Dynamic correlation analysis between financial or economic variables
While in some cases, the static correlation analysis is adequate, some time financial research requires a time-varying
measure of the correlation. For example, one may be interested in finding how the correlations of stock markets has changed
over time to investigate the evolution of financial integration among stock markets. Again, in such case, the application of wavelet
transformation before actually processing with econometrics techniques is useful in removing the noise and focus on the main
signals only.
Same as the previous section, the first step is to use DWT to decompose time series into approximation coefficients (the
main signals) and detailed coefficients (the noise).
Then in the second step, we can apply the model DCC-MGARCH from Engle[19] as follows
First, consider the original Bollerslev model[13]:
yt = E ( yt | Ft −1 ) + ε t
Var (ε t | Ft −1 ) = H t
H T = Dt RDt

where yt = ( y1t ,..., ymt )T is a sequence of return vectors, Ft is the information available to time t,
correlation matrix containing the conditional correlations.

Dt = diag ( hi ,t )

and R is the

Engle[19] modifies the model by allowing the correlation matrix R to vary over time
H t = Dt Rt Dt

One specification for the correlation matrix is suggested by the model GARCH(1, 1)
qi , j ,t = pi , j + α (ε i ,t −1ε j ,t −1 − pi , j ) + β (qi , j ,t −1 − pi , j )
pi , j

is the unconditional correlation between ε i ,t and ε j ,t (Engle [19]). The above equation can be written as follows
∞
1−α − β 
s
qi , j ,t −1 = pi , j 
 + α ∑β ε i ,t − sε j ,t − s
1
β
−
=1
s



where

Then
theqcorrelation
estimator will be calculated as
i , j ,t
p =
i , j ,t

qi , i , t q j , j , t

which is always positive and represents the correlation level over time.
In order to illustrate the process, we use an example here from one of the authors independent research in finance. In his
project, T. Nguyen[38] investigates the financial integration between China and ASEAN stock markets in the last decade (from 2004
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to 2014) using dynamic conditional correlation measure with DWT approach. The stock market indexes and graph of the timevarying correlation between China and ASEAN stock markets is shown below Table 2.
Table 2. Stock market indexes of China and the ASEAN countries.

ASEAN group

Country

Stock market index

China
Malaysia
Phillipines
Indonesia
Thailand

Shanghai SE A Share
FTSE Bursa Malaysia
PSE PSEI Phillipines
JSX Composite
SET 50

Number of
constituents
943
30
30
489
50

Market Capitalization
(national currency)
14,974,400
512,000
2,558,038
4,430,000,000
8,375,962

At a glance, the correlations range from less than 0.1 to at most 0.5 and fluctuate around 0.3 for the majority of time.
According to the categorization by Dancey and Reidy, the correlations between China and the four ASEAN countries are at weak to
moderate levels. This implies China stock market is not highly integrated with the four ASEAN countries, indicating that there are
potentially diversification benefits when investors include equities from the four ASEAN countries to their portfolios.
The correlations between China and the four ASEAN countries also follow a similar pattern. They rose sharply in the period
from 2006 to 2009, which is right before and during the financial crisis, and reached a peak in 2009. After 2009, the correlations
leveled off and had two smaller peaks in 2012 and 2013-2014. It implies that the diversification benefits to be especially low at
these three points of time. Altogether, the wavelet approach as the preliminary analysis sharpens the result, ensuring that all the
interpretations above are not subjected to the effects of short-run noises in the original data (Figure 5 and 6).

Figure 5. National stock market index returns of China and the ASEAN countries.

Figure 6. Dynamic conditional correlation between China and the ASEAN countries.

Causality relationship between financial or economic variables
Sometimes in the field of finance and economics, instead of just examining the correlation between two variables, we would
like to study the causality between them. Take the stock market returns case as an example. In the previous section, we have
studied the dynamic correlation between the stock market returns of China and ASEAN nations. However, if we want to know more
about the underlying process, that is if the stock market return of the big country like China indeed causes the movement of the
smaller markets such as the ASEAN ones, then correlation is not adequate.
Regarding this goal, another econometric model - the Granger causality model - could be employed. As causality is a rather
complex and indeterminable concept, Granger[22] proposes a definition of his own version of causality that is more applicable to
real life situation.
He defines the causality according to 2 principles
1. The cause happens prior to its effect
2. The cause has unique information about the future values of its effect
Then Granger[22] establish the mathematical interpretation of his principles as follows. If X has causal relationship on Y, then
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P[Y (t + 1) ∈ A[ I (t )] ≠ P[Y (t + 1) ∈ A | I − X (t )]

where A is an arbitrary non-empty set and I (t ) and I − X (t ) are the information of Y in which X is included and X is excluded
respectively. If the condition is satisfied, then X is said to have Granger causality on Y in the sense that X contributes to the
prediction of future value of Y.
The statistical implementation is rather simple. Let y and x be stationary time series. Then to test empirically if x Granger
causes y, we run a 2-step regression equation. First of all, we run an autoregressive (AR) model, in which the current value of y is
the function of its past values. The appropriate length of the AR terms can be determined by information criteria.
yt = a0 + a1 yt −1 + ... + an yt − n + ε t

After that, we modify the equations by including the lagged values of x
yt = a0 + a1 yt −1 + ... + an yt −n + bp xt − p + ... + bq xt −qε t

Here xt − p and xt −q are the first and last lags of x that causes some effects on y. The hypothesis that x Granger cause y is true
when at least one of the coefficients of x is significant.
To illustrate the process, again we make use of the stock market index returns of China and ASEAN countries as described
in the previous section. Again, we use DWT before running the 2-step regression. This would remove the unwanted effect of the
noises in the original data.
In this example, we examine the causal effect of China stock market index on Indonesia stock market index. By running the
AR model with max lag of 3 and comparing the information criteria (we choose the model with the lowest information criteria as
it allows for least amount of information loss) we end up with the model AR(1) (there is only 1 lag in the independent variable) as
the best fitted model for Indonesia stock market return (Table 3).
Table 3. Regression result for AR model of Indonesia stock market return.

Series
Original data
Approximation coefficients

Correlation Coefficient
0.438944
0.492594

Next, we add the lagged terms of Chinese stock market index return as independent variables. We try adding 1, 2, and up
to 6 lagged terms. The results are presented below (Table 4).
Table 4. Granger causality test of Chinese stock market return on Indonesian stock market return.
Dependent Variable: INDONESIA
Method: Least Squares
Date: 04/24/15 Time: 14:40
Sample (adjusted): 4 276
Included observations: 273
Variable
C
INDONESIA(-1)
CHINA(-1)
R-squared
Adjusted R-squared
S.E. of regression
Sum squared resid
Log likelihood
F-statistic
Prob(F-statistic)

Coefficient
0.450384
0.210438
-0.047003
0.039654
0.032541
2.755987
2050.775
-662.6226
5.574364
0.004244

Std. Error
t-Statistic
0.170278
2.644996
0.063084
3.335819
0.049306
-0.953296
Mean dependent var
S.D. dependent var
Akaike info criterion
Schwarz criterion
Hannan-Quinn criter.
Durbin-Watson stat

Prob.
0.0086
0.0010
0.3413
0.563126
2.801952
4.876356
4.916021
4.892279
2.005888

(Table 4A)
Dependent Variable: INDONESIA
Method: Least Squares
Date: 04/24/15 Time: 14:40
Sample (adjusted): 4 276
Included observations: 273
Variable
C
INDONESIA(-1)
CHINA(-1)
CHINA(-2)
R-squared
RRJSMS | Volume 1 | Issue 1 | June-July, 2015

Coefficient
0.437465
0.214736
-0.059361
0.081590
0.050336

Std. Error
t-Statistic
0.169805
2.576275
0.062898
3.414068
0.049633
-1.195981
0.046906
1.739429
Mean dependent var

Prob.
0.0105
0.0007
0.2328
0.0831
0.563126

30

Adjusted R-squared
S.E. of regression
Sum squared resid
Log likelihood
F-statistic
Prob(F-statistic)

0.039745
2.745707
2027.965
-661.0959
4.752661
0.003018

S.D. dependent var
Akaike info criterion
Schwarz criterion
Hannan-Quinn criter.
Durbin-Watson stat

2.801952
4.872498
4.925384
4.893727
2.016912

Std. Error
t-Statistic
0.169890
2.556925
0.063166
3.318372
0.049651
-1.204465
0.047349
1.600341
0.047020
0.914740
Mean dependent var
S.D. dependent var
Akaike info criterion
Schwarz criterion
Hannan-Quinn criter.
Durbin-Watson stat

Prob.
0.0111
0.0010
0.2295
0.1107
0.3612
0.563126
2.801952
4.876706
4.942814
4.903243
2.028900

(Table 4B)
Dependent Variable: INDONESIA
Method: Least Squares
Date: 04/24/15 Time: 14:40
Sample (adjusted): 4 276
Included observations: 273
Variable
C
INDONESIA(-1)
CHINA(-1)
CHINA(-2)
CHINA(-3)
R-squared
Adjusted R-squared
S.E. of regression
Sum squared resid
Log likelihood
F-statistic
Prob(F-statistic)

Coefficient
0.434395
0.209608
-0.059803
0.075775
0.043011
0.053291
0.039162
2.746540
2021.653
-660.6704
3.771520
0.005293

(Table 4C)
Dependent Variable: INDONESIA
Method: Least Squares
Date: 04/24/15 Time: 14:36
Sample (adjusted): 5 276
Included observations: 272 after adjustments
Variable

Coefficient

Std. Error

t-Statistic

C
INDONESIA(-1)
CHINA(-1)
CHINA(-2)
CHINA(-3)
CHINA(-4)
R-squared
Adjusted R-squared
S.E. of regression
Sum squared resid
Log likelihood
F-statistic
Prob(F-statistic)

0.427413
0.193766
-0.054675
0.067938
0.025139
0.158155
0.093802
0.076768
2.695627
1932.863
-652.6413
5.506797
0.000076

0.167030
2.558893
0.062175
3.116486
0.048789
-1.120633
0.046531
1.460045
0.046593
0.539551
0.046100
3.430717
Mean dependent var
S.D. dependent var
Akaike info criterion
Schwarz criterion
Hannan-Quinn criter.
Durbin-Watson stat

Prob.
0.0111
0.0020
0.2635
0.1455
0.5900
0.0007
0.568950
2.805461
4.842950
4.922490
4.874883
2.016948

(Table 4D)
Dependent Variable: INDONESIA
Method: Least Squares
Date: 04/24/15 Time: 14:39
Sample (adjusted): 6 276
Included observations: 271 after adjustments
Variable
Coefficient
C
0.439653
INDONESIA(-1)
0.184767
CHINA(-1)
-0.055737
CHINA(-2)
0.070526
CHINA(-3)
0.023442
CHINA(-4)
0.158639
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Std. Error
0.167507
0.063323
0.048992
0.046619
0.046654
0.046566

t-Statistic
2.624682
2.917828
-1.137691
1.512812
0.502467
3.406722

Prob.
0.0092
0.0038
0.2563
0.1315
0.6158
0.0008
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CHINA(-5)
R-squared
Adjusted R-squared
S.E. of regression
Sum squared resid
Log likelihood
F-statistic
Prob(F-statistic)

0.024966
0.096225
0.075684
2.697835
1921.475
-649.9402
4.684664
0.000151

0.047269
0.528168
Mean dependent var
S.D. dependent var
Akaike info criterion
Schwarz criterion
Hannan-Quinn criter.
Durbin-Watson stat

0.5978
0.578613
2.806113
4.848267
4.941311
4.885625
2.011768

(Table 4E)
Dependent Variable: INDONESIA
Method: Least Squares
Date: 04/24/15 Time: 14:49
Sample (adjusted): 7 276
Included observations: 270 after adjustments
Variable
C
INDONESIA(-1)
CHINA(-1)
CHINA(-2)
CHINA(-3)
CHINA(-4)
CHINA(-5)
CHINA(-6)
R-squared
Adjusted R-squared
S.E. of regression
Sum squared resid
Log likelihood
F-statistic
Prob(F-statistic)

Coefficient
0.446436
0.177874
-0.059512
0.064038
0.026856
0.155988
0.022807
0.049457
0.099431
0.075370
2.698072
1907.254
-647.0381
4.132436
0.000249

Std. Error
t-Statistic
0.167994
2.657449
0.063569
2.798148
0.049230
-1.208870
0.047028
1.361699
0.046737
0.574623
0.046610
3.346641
0.047682
0.478315
0.046804
1.056689
Mean dependent var
S.D. dependent var
Akaike info criterion
Schwarz criterion
Hannan-Quinn criter.
Durbin-Watson stat

Prob.
0.0084
0.0055
0.2278
0.1745
0.5660
0.0009
0.6328
0.2916
0.589214
2.805883
4.852134
4.958754
4.894948
1.963769

From the results, it seems that the forth lagged term of Chinese market index has significant effect in predicting Indonesian
stock market index return. This effect is observed consistently in the case with 4, 5 or 6 lagged terms. This indicates that the
Chinese stock market index indeed Granger causes the Indonesian stock market index.
Forecasting financial or economic time series
Another application that we discuss in this paper is the forecast power of DWT approach when it is paired with time series
forecast techniques.
In the finance and economics, forecasting is also one of the important applications with wide range of usage. Investors
can use the forecasted stock prices to make decision regarding buying, selling or holding the stock or to change their portfolio
accordingly. Economists and policymakers also benefit greatly from the forecast of economic variables such as GDP, inflation,
housing price, etc. The forecast can be served as a piece of quantitative evidence to inform decision on policy making.
With the importance of forecasting, economists have developed several techniques such as the forecasting by the ARMA
model. Here we would modify the traditional ARMA forecast by using an additional DWT before the actual forecast process. We
will use the stock return of Apple Inc. in Section 4.1 as an example. We attempt to use DWT and ARMA model to project the return
forwards by 4 observations into the future. The scheme of the approach is given in Figure 7 below.

Figure 7. Scheme for incorporating DWT into econometric forecast.

In order to implement this scheme, we follow several steps. First of all, similar to Section 4.1, we use DWT with Daubechies
wavelet to decompose Apple stock return into approximation and detailed coefficients
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Then we fit an ARMA model for both the signal and the noise. Again, using information criteria, we can find the optimal ARMA
model for both series. The results are presented in Tables 5 and 6. The optimal ARMA model for the approximation coefficient is
ARMA(2,2) while the optimal model for the detail coefficient is ARMA(0,1).
Table 5. ARMA model for Apple stock return - approximation coefficients.
Dependent Variable: CA
Method: Least Squares
Date: 04/24/15 Time: 16.01
Sample (adjusted): 3 39
Included observations: 37 after adjustments
Convergence achieved after 39 iterations
MA Backcast: 1 2
Variable
C
AR(1)
AR(2)
MA(1)
MA(2)
R-squared
Adjusted R-squared
S.E. of regression
Sum squared resid
Log likelihood
F-statistic
Prob(F-statistic)
Inverted AR Roots
Inverted MA Roots

Coefficient
0.004812
-1.457566
-0.880983
1.492457
0.974399
0.328545
0.244613
0.014576
0.006799
106.6341
3.914416
0.010681
-.73-59i
-.75-.65i

Std. Error
t-Statistic
0.002478
1.942342
0.060805
-23.97101
0.057260
-15.38558
0.049539
30.12716
0.032665
29.82975
Mean dependent var
S.D. dependent var
Akaike info criterion
Schwarz criterion
Hannan-Quinn criter.
Durbin-Watson stat

Prob.
0.0609
0.0000
0.0000
0.0000
0.0000
0.003941
0.016771
-5.493735
-5.276043
-5.416988
1.875248

-.73+.59i
-.75+.65i

Table 6. ARMA model for Apple stock return - detailed coefficients.
Dependent Variable: CD
Method: Least Squares
Date: 04/24/15 Time: 16.01
Sample (adjusted): 3 39
Included observations: 37 after adjustments
Convergence achieved after 8 iterations
MA Backcast: 2
Variable
C
MA(1)
R-squared
Adjusted R-squared
S.E. of regression
Sum squared resid
Log likelihood
F-statistic
Prob(F-statistic)
Inverted MA Roots

Coefficient
0.001479
0.353351
0.074617
0.048178
0.015253
0.008143
103.2971
2.822179
0.101876
-.35

Std. Error
t-Statistic
0.003376
0.438045
0.157298
2.246383
Mean dependent var
S.D. dependent var
Akaike info criterion
Schwarz criterion
Hannan-Quinn criter.
Durbin-Watson stat

Prob.
0.6640
0.0311
0.001555
0.015634
-5.475520
-5.388443
-5.444821
2.126488

Next, we use the ARMA model to forecast 4 data points forwards into the future. The forecasts are shown in Figures 8 and 9.

Figure 8. Forecast of approximation coefficients.

Finally, from the forecasted values of the approximations and detailed coefficients, we apply the inverse DWT to obtain the
forecast of the original series. The forecast is presented in Figure 10 below.
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Figure 9. Forecast of detailed coefficients.

Figure 10. Forecast of Apple Inc stock return.

So from the forecast, we observe a positive return for the next four days, but the return seems to decline. This piece of
information may inform investors’ decisions. Again, DWT sharpens the forecast as it decompose the original series into signals
and noises and forecast each series independently.
Co-movement between financial or economic variables using Wavelet Coherence approach
In this section we discuss an aproach to measure and present visually the co-movement between financial or economic
variables in time-frequency space using a technique called Wavelet Coherence. We follow the procedure established by Grinsted
et al. for the construction of the Wavelet Coherence concept.
First of all, the selection of the wavelet used is of importance, since we would like to balance between the time and frequency
localization. Grinsted et al. pointed out one particular wavelet with the desired property:
ψ 0 (η ) = π −1/4 e

iω0η −η 2 /2

e

where ω0 is dimentionless frequency and η is dimentionless time. ω0 is chosen to be 6 to balance out the time and
frequency localization.
Then the continuous wavelet transform (CWT) of a discrete time series xt with uniform time steps δ t is defined as the
x
convolution of n with the scaled and normalized wavelet as follows
WnX ( s ) =

δt

N

∑x ψ
s
n ′ =1

n′

0

[(n′ − n)

δt
s

Finally, according to Torrence and Webster, the wavelet coherence of two time series X and Y is defined as
Rn2 ( s ) =

| S ( s −1WnXY ( s )) |2
S ( s WnX ( s )) 2 .S ( s −1WnY ( s )) 2
−1

where S is the smoothing parameter in both time and scale. As this definition resembles the traditional correlation definition,
wavelet coherence can be thought as localized correlation in time-frequency space. Next, we will use an example to illustrate the
usage of wavelet coherence in finding and presenting the correlation of two stock market indexes on time-frequency space. We
calculate the localized correlation between China stock market index and Malaysia stock market index from 2004 to 2013. The
wavelet coherence is presented in Figure 11.
From the figure, we can observe that for most of the frequencies, except for the highest frequencies (64 and 128 weeks),
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the correlation between China and Malaysia stock market indexes is not high. From investor perspective, this indicates that as
the correlation is not high in the short-to-medium term, there is diversification benefit by investing in a portfolio which consists of
China and Malaysia stock market indexes. Very long term investment into these 2 indexes yields no significant benefit.

Figure 11. Wavelet Coherence analysis between China and Malaysia stock market indexes.

CONCLUSION
We have presented numerous applications of wavelet analysis in Finance and Economics fields. Wavelet transformation
indeed proves to be an effective tool to decompose time series into different level of frequency. From this decomposition,
researcher can study the interaction of financial and economic variables at different level: from the very short-run or high frequency
level to the very long-run or low frequency level.
The potential of wavelet is not limited to these applications only. Some of the advantages of wavelet analysis are not
addressed in this paper. For example:
• Wavelet Analysis is flexible and do not require strong assumption about the data generating process
• Wavelet Analysis is equipped with the ability to locate discontinuities in the data
These benefits can lead to many different applications. Wavelet analysis can be used to locate the discontinuities or regime
changes in financial and economic time series. It can also be used in the model that do not require strong assumption about
the underlying process of the time series. In this light, I do believe that the incorporation of wavelet analysis into Finance and
Economics will continue to be developed and expanded in the future.
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